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This session: 

Why and how to use IATI data for public-interest 

accountability investigations

- Introduction

- Case study: Ghana CNN investigation

- Key lessons for accountability investigations

- Questions & discussion



Introduction: 

Accountability investigations
- National laws; international commitments; pledges/promises

- Intended beneficiaries; taxpayers; specific communities

- Fact-checking; following the money; multiple sources

- Wrongdoing; negligence; process failures + human consequences

About me
- Investigative journalist 

- Started using aid data in stories in 2011! (at The Guardian)

- Watched IATI develop; become more complete/accessible/useful :)

- Recent story using IATI data for CNN (case study for today)

About you



Case study



Case study

Extreme’ anti-LGBT bill 
in parliament in Ghana, 
supported by powerful 
religious groups

Donor pledges to 
support LGBT 
rights globally

ODA flows connecting them

Questions about this funding undermining other 

policies; due diligence and intermediaries



Case study

 Data

Sources 

- OECD CRS

- IATI (d-portal.org and countrydata.iatistandard.org)

- Donor disclosures



Case study

Accessing IATI data



Case study
Christian Council of Ghana (CCG)

IATI identifier GB-CHC-1105851-6F7E3E



Case study

UK ODA receipts: 2018-2020

Other sources; timeline



Case study
UK ODA receipts: 2018-2020

Other sources; timeline



Case study
Human sources

Donor & intermediary dialogue

UK: Funding has ended

US: ‘Regulations in place 
at the time… would not 
have prohibited funding’

Italy: ‘Not responsible for 
the use of these funds’

Germany: Additional 
funding disclosed; 
reliance on dialogue 
with intermediaries



Lessons learned

- added value of IATI data and portals such as d-portal.org 
and countrydata.iatistandard.org (with caveats)

- value of analysing text fields (not just numbers)

- need to combine datasets with other sources, to identify 
public interest and tell more complete stories

- ongoing information gaps (as evidenced by added info 
from donor disclosures, not found in the data)

- high level of public & media interest 



Lessons learned

Understanding 
what can be 
found + where



Lessons learned

- approaching data with public interest hypotheses;

- using unique identifiers to further follow money;  

- establishing innovative collaborations including 
between journalists and activists to do this work



Questions? 

+ Discussion

Claire Provost, investigative journalist
Twitter: @ClaireProvost


